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A NATURAL EXPLANATION OF DARK ENERGY,
FLAT SPACE-TIME, AND QUANTUM GRAVITY
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20140002862 2019-08-29T14:51:34+00:00Z
WITHIN THE SOLAR SYSTEM & GALAXY






















SPECIAL RELATIVITY WAS VERY SUCCESSFUL






























FURTHER PROBLEMS WITH GRAVITY
Expected space-time: Observed space-time:
Ω should change with time, so
finding it near 1 should not be stable.
Solution was to assume inflation.
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/universe/bb_concepts.html
http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/lectures/early_univ.html
ATTEMPTS TO EXPLAIN INERTIA
INERTIA FROM GRAVITY



































































































   



























for large h depends on metric
*If v use 
*



















 Assume measurements are optimal: x  h/4
 Factor mass as the unknown: 






































How Quantum Position Fields lead to 
Solar System Non-linear Dynamics
Star positions shift near sun twice 
what Newtonian gravity expects
20% faster than 
expected for Mercury
Image credit: http://ase.tufts.edu/cosmos/view_picture.asp?id=1096“On dynamics in a quasi‐measurement field” – J. of Mod. Phys. – Jan 2013
http://www.scirp.org/journal/PaperInformation.aspx?PaperID=27250
REDUCTION TO CLASSICAL FORM










 Note this is neither an energy field nor retarded potential
2/i x x
x
m m GM c R 
Note – this formulation obscures the object‐to‐object relative nature of inertia!




















 Solving for acceleration:   (h, t & ’s cancel out)
 Assume all the acceleration of gravity is produced this way (a=g)




2 2/ 2Ea gv c



















Cosmological Aspects of Quantum Inertia
Image credit: Crystal Wolfe – artist@crystalwolfe.com
A drop in Mach’s (Newton’s) bucket ponders which way it should go
From “Mach vs. Newton: A Fresh Spin on the Bucket” 
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4 MASSES WHICH BARELY ACHIEVE ESCAPE VELOCITY


























IMPLICATIONS FOR SPACE TRAVEL















Artist's depiction of a hypothetical Wormhole Induction
Propelled Spacecraft, based loosely on the 1994
"warp drive" paper of Miguel Alcubierre.








































We will show that equivalence has enforced a set of transformations so that a change in inertia, or relative potential, does 
not in itself alter trajectory, only time.  This will guarantee that all clocks, no matter the mechanism, slow at the same rate, 
and that the shape of all trajectories is the same, although their timing is modified.   
 
Consider a particle at coordinate position X and describe its motion according to a local observer, and a remote observer 
who uses a  transformation factor and whose measurements are noted with primes.  For convenience we assume the 
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Therefore the position coordinates in the trajectory will not be modified by the transforms.  (If length contraction and the 
associated time displacement are added, these transformations can be applied to special relativity and are sufficient to 
explain the “fly-by principle,” i.e. that a relativistic test particle passing through a solar system does not change the 
planetary orbits.) 
Derivation of Gravity from Inertia (free parameter derivation)
Let all measurements including time be made at the original particle position, so that for the two excursions
1 2t t t   .  One can now solve for acceleration by first finding h.  We have Eh v t  and ' 'Eh v t  .  We have
' /E Ev v   from [the velocity transformation], giving: 
 ' (1 1/ )Eh h h v t        
Since 21 /gh c   is very close to 1 for small h, we use the approximation that for 1x  , 1/ (1 ) 1x x   , giving: 
 2/Eh ghv t c    
An expression can now be written for the velocity v imparted to the particle m over the interval of the entire excursion
pair 2t.  This will yield the average velocity avgv  over that interval.  Assume that the velocity at the end of the








v h t ghv c
v v ghv c
   
     
Now solving for the acceleration a : 
 2/ 2 / 2Ea v t ghv tc     
and substituting for h : 
 2 2 2 2/ 2 / 2E Ea gv t tc gv c     (1) 
It turns out that the height h of the excursion does not matter.  It cancels out of the equations.  So does the time period
t within which each half of the excursion takes place.  With the restrictive assumptions above, that leaves only Ev .
This one parameter rolls up all the other various parameters.  The free parameter can now be chosen as 2Ev c
giving a g . 
Orbital predictions page 1 of 2
For a comparison baseline of gravitational effects the Schwarzschild metric will be used, which is known to give a
correct result for planetary orbits in the solar system.  Taking the form given by Brown [12]: 
 2 2 2 2/ / ( 3 )d r d m r r m      (1) 
and re-writing using our notation and units, we have 
 2 2 2 2/ ( / )( 3 / )a GM R v R R GM c     
 2 2 2/ ( / )(1 3 / )a GM R v R GM Rc      (2) 
For 23 / 1GM Rc   we can use the small x approximation, 1 1/ (1 )x x   , thus: 
 2 2 2/ ( / ) / (1 3 / )a GM R v R GM Rc     (3) 
Since (3) is in the frame of the object, which is free falling, a = 0.  What we have left is the balance of gravitational
acceleration and centripetal acceleration.  The Newtonian centripetal acceleration is reduced by 2(1 3 / )GM Rc  which
can be factored, ignoring high order terms, as 2 3 3(1 / )GM Rc   , where 2(1 / )GM Rc   .      We can rewrite (3)
as  
 2 2 3/ ( / ) /GM R v R   (4) 
Whenever equations of orbital motion in the frame of the orbiting object can be reduced to this form, the observed value
of planetary precession will be obtained. 
 
We can derive a relation between the gravitational relativistic factor for weak fields, , and the lateral velocity Lorentz
factor 2 2 .51/ (1 / )v c   .  For circular orbits, tangential velocity is given by: 
 /v GM R  (5) 
This is a good approximation to average velocity for near circular planetary ellipses if R is taken as the semi major axis.
Substituting for v  in the Lorentz factor formula and using the usual approximations for operations on 1x for 1x    we
have: 
 2 0.5 0.51/ (1 / )GM Rc     (6) 
The total relativistic transformation factor for an orbiting mass will then be 
 1.5    (7) 
Orbital predictions page 2 of 2
For simplicity, a circular orbit is assumed, which allows the orbiting object to enter and leave local accelerated frames












Setting the radial displacement due to gravity Rg equal to the radial displacement outward Rv due to inertial
continuation of v gives the expected result for balanced gravitational and centripetal force, 2 2/ /g GM R v R  .  This
equation has been derived so far without regard to relativistic factors.  Accounting for m’s relativistic motion, notice
that centripetal acceleration v2/R doesn’t change.  A new x is marked using m’s coordinates, leaving the diagram of the
accelerated frame unchanged.  The number of x’s that m finds in an orbit is not a factor since neither R nor v changes.
However, the constant gravitational acceleration will be perceived through m’s time dilation and must be transformed
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 
    (1) 











Setup for speed gradient refraction 
 
After a horizontal interval x we have x v t   , and we assume 2 2 ( / )x v t v t      .    Two formerly vertical points
on the object will be turned at an angle  such that 2tan ( ) / ( / ) /x x h v v t h           .  The velocity vector
v will be turned by this same angle  so that a vertical velocity component vh is added, where tan /h v    .
Equating the two expressions for  we have / ( / ) /h v v v t h        .  We can rearrange this into an expression
2/ (1 1/ ) /h t v h      .  This value vh/t is aligned with the gravitational acceleration g (assumed to be vertical in




2(1 (1 / )) /
hv vv g h c h g
t c
        (1) 
  
For light, we have v c  and therefore /   hv t g   .  Since /hv t   is added to the explicit acceleration g as already
noted, we have a total apparent acceleration of 2g.  This value is well known to agree with observations of stellar
deflection in the vicinity of the sun.  
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